
There is no place... 
Nebraska isn’t perfect, but that doesn’t mean it’s a bad place to live 

CHRISTOPHER HEINE is 
a senior news-editorial 
major. 

Last weekend, I took what will 
probably be one of my last trips 
across Nebraska. 

I’m graduating Saturday and 
moving to Brooklyn, N. Y., next 
week. 

My softball team was en route to 

play in the Class F state tournament 
in Ogallala. On this four-hour drive, 
I couldn’t help but wonder what 
makes Nebraskans themselves. 

While thinking about it, I wasn’t 
interested in the “humble people and 

apple pie” angle. Or the “Split iden- 
tity made to be a chasm by the pull 
of the two media-aplenty U.S. 
coasts.” 

Those two popular takes put 
together makes us sound like kinder- 

garten shrinks. 
No, I was going to figure some- 

thing else out for myself on this 
drive. 

Interstate 80 was its typical con- 

veyor-belt of multiple-wheeled rigs, 
minivans of families and Speedy 
Gonzales college kids in dated, two- 

door cars. 

Th^modest landscape, of course, 
was all crew-cut cornfields and pas- 
tures that look like chests and bellies 
covered with mildew-colored hair. 

I rode with three other ballplay- 
ers in a minivan of our own; a white, 
industrial-looking one. All but the 
driver broke the Good Life state’s 
open container laws. 

The ride was pleasurable in a 

spoiled-sons-and-grandsons-of-dirt- 
farmers kind of way. 

Computer programs, major 
league baseball and drive-by prairie 
scenes were the core conversation 
pieces in between slurps of 
Budweiser. 

We chugged westward past all 
those exits that lead to shrinking 
boomtowns. Everything went pre- 
dictably. 

On more than a single occasion, 
one of us playfully read the town’s 
name while practically singing with 
that “How ya doing. Haven’t seen ya 
for awhile” feel. 

Our pitcher, John, was the first 
man up to bat. 

“Ba-e-e-eaver-r Cuh-rossing. 
That was it. No one really 

responded with a comment. We were 

u—-- 
I'm not too proud to embrace the Good 

Life with its warts uncovered. After all, 
aren't we Cornhuskers supposed to be a 

humble lot? Nobody's perfect." 

just a bunch of Comhuskers on the I- 
80 a go-go. 

John said the name the way my 
Dad announces to himself that a per- 
son of old-time fame was on TV 

“Ha-en-ry Kiss-ssinger.” 
“Wi-ll-ll-eee Mick-cuuvee.” 
With those thoughts put together, 

I felt that maybe that I was onto 

something. 
Nebraskans, more so than most 

cultural breeds, love to play on the 

grounds of familiarity. Just listen to 

the way the next person says “Bob 
Devaney” next time God’s image is 
on TV I don’t need to spell the pro- 
nunciation out for you. 

Here, the good life is about old 
friends with old names. New ones, 
we can live without. 

Nebraskans aren’t at all rude to 

newcomers and outsiders. But as 

S.L. Price wrote in his ode to Tom 
Osborne in Sports Illustrated’s retire- 
ment issue for the old redhead, we 

are strangely warm-but-detached 
hosts. 

We’re almost comfortable with 

being uncomfortable with the out- 

side world. Psychological implica- 
tions intended, Comhuskers would 

probably identify with and vote for 
Nixon again. 

I’m not too proud to embrace the 
Good Life with its warts uncovered. 
After all, aren’t we Comhuskers sup- 
posed to be a humble lot? Nobody’s 
perfect. 

I love our innocent sense of para- 
noia and distrust as cultural elements 
as much as the humility and apple 
pie stuff. 

Bruce Springsteen saw it in us 

when he recorded “Nebraska,” which 
is highlighted by the title song about 
Charles Starkweather. 

The Boss, who was once married 
to a Nebraska woman, chose not to 
call his haunting album 
“Starkweather” for a reason. He 
thought there was a bigger picture 
involved with the killer’s instincts. 

Check out “The Rain People,” a 

film by Martin Scorcese that has 
scenes shot here. Those particular 
clips are cold-hearted and frighten- 
ingly Nebraskan. 

What makes all of this water 
under the bridge is the fact that this 
is a healthy state with nice people. 

But, there’s more to being a 

Comhusker than 24-hour niceties. 
And it’s easy for me when I’m here 
because I’m more-than-likely in the 
club forever. 

I can barely wait until I hear the 
next time somebody says “Ckk-r-iii- 
s Hiiii-nee.” 

Whether I’m on the New York 
subway or a bar in my hometown of 

Hartington, I’ll know I’ll be hearing 
the tweaked originality of a 

Nebraska voice. 

RUMM* 

The next chapter 
Don’t worry about your future Just turn to the I Ching 

_ __ _ colo mv incictpnrp on nnt workinp full 
MARK BALDRDIGE is a 

senior English major. 
I’ve spent my summer in stagna- 

tion, doing very little that might be 
called productive. 

Which is funny because that’s 
just what the I Ching said I would 
do. 

The free, online version of the 
Encyclopedia Brittanica (which dis- 
plays only the opening lines from 

any entry for more you gotta pay) 
has this to say: 

I Ching 
(Chinese: “Classic of Changes,” 

or “Book of Changes”), an ancient 
Chinese text, one of the Five Classics 

(Wu Ching) of Confucianism. The 
main body of the work has tradition- 
ally been attributed to Wen Wang (fl. 
12th century BC), sage and father of 
the founder of the Chou dynasty, and 
contains a discussion of the... 

What it contains is a matrix of 
hexagrams, or figure columns of six 

lines, each line either broken or 

whole, Yin or Yang as the case may 
be, making 64 total possible figures. 

Each of these is named and 
ascribed a certain interpretation with 
an appended and often inscrutable 
tag line (“Treading upon the tail of 

-;- 
... the advice given was to ‘withdraw into 

yourself, decline honors and riches' Now I 
don’t know about declining riches. 

Certainly, I have had pitifully few offers of 
riches this summer, though the line could 

refer to my insistence on not working full 
time over the break, no matter how much it 

has cost me in terms of lost revenues” 

the tiger. It does not bite the man,” 
and “The superior man discriminates 
between high and low,” are examples 
given by the free, online Skeptic’s 
Dictionary which displays whole 

entries, gratis.) 
The I Ching is an oracle, a book 

which professes to reveal truths 
about the future or any present situa- 
tion which are otherwise hidden 
from the petitioner. 

The means of consulting the ora- 

cle, finding the appropriate hexa- 

gram^), vary but the simplest way 
may be to consult one of the free, 

online versions of the I Ching, or 

downloading the remarkable if 
sometimes misspelled “E King” at: 

http://www.acay.com.au/~icvision/ek 
ing.htm if you like downloading 
things. 

Myself, if I really want to know 
what the I Ching has to say on any 
matter, I toss three coins (actually, I 
use keys) six times and consult the 
table in the front of the battered, sec- 

ond-hand copy (in translation, by * 

John Blofeld) I picked up years ago 
at A Novel Idea where Kat tells me 

they still have multiple copies for 

saie. 

Now I’m not saying I believe that 
any number of broken or unbroken 
lines can predict the future but I’ve 

experimented with the I Ching on 

several occasions and I’ve found its 
comments enlightening, to say the 
least. 

The rubberized sketchbook I’ve 
been toting around off and on since 
Christmas contains the results of 
several consultations and informs me 

that, on 4-24-99 I presented the I 

Ching with the question of the (then) 
upcoming break: 

“What kind ot summer will l 

have?” I wrote in my schoolboy 
scrawl. 

The answer, for once, contained 
no “moving” lines (another twist 

given to the interpretation of hexa- 
grams allows that one may be chang- 
ing into another, resulting in reading 
two hexagrams for a given question) 
and so I had only one hexagram to 
look up: 

“Number 12, P’l, Stagnation” 
was my answer and the advice given 
was to “withdraw into yourself, 
decline honors and riches.” 

Now I don’t know about declin- 
ing riches. Certainly, I have had piti- 
fully few offers of riches this sum- 

mer, though the line could refer to 

my uiMMCiii'C uu nut wuiivmg luu 

time over the break, no matter how 
much it has cost me in terms of lost 
revenues. 

Of course, if I’d asked the same 

question again, or simply delayed 
asking it until later, I might easily 
have gotten a different answer, but 
that’s a less interesting problem than 
this: that the I Ching, in all its per- 
mutations, offers only 4,096 possible 
answers (I had to look this up, the 
math was far beyond my feeble pow- 
ers.) 

This implies that there are only 
4,096 types of situations, which, if 
true, is remarkable in itself- though 
one would be hard pressed to say 
exactly how many kinds of situations 
one expected there to be. Surely the 
number cannot be infinite. 

In any case, and for the edifica- 
tion of my reader(s) 1 have consulted 
the oracle again, asking it to: 

“Describe my love-life for the 
Fall of 1999.” 

It answers with hexagram 42, 
becoming 16, which I interpret as: 

“You’ll get more than you been 

getting” and “You ought to be happy 
about that.” 

To which I respond, “That won’t 
be too difficult,” and “I will be. I will 
be.” 


